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What people Say:
Mary Jackson _TheMaryReader

I have really enjoyed the Kaely Quinn Profiler series. I hated reading book three so fast but I could
not turn the pages fast enough. Mehl is a fantastic suspense author. She keeps you on the edge of
your seat the whole book.
This was a great ending to a super series.
I gave this book 5 stars and I HIGHLY recommend it.
The Mary Reader received this book from the publisher for review. A favorable review was not
required and all views expressed are our own.

Sarah Grace Grzy

I was so excited to finally read the conclusion of the Kaely Quinn Profiler series! This book picks up
not long after book two. There is a copycat killer and Kaely may be the only one who can stop him.
Forcing Kaely to face her biggest fears was a great tipping point to end the series. Kaely's reactions
and emotions felt very realistic throughout and it was easy to relate to her, even if you hadn't been
through the trauma she had. I also enjoyed Noah's character, although I feel like his storyli
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as it may be, could have been wrapped up better. His emotions throughout the story as well were
spot-on. The ending is climactic and intense, and I wasn't able to put the book down! I did not guess
the villain's identity, so the shock factor was high.
I loved finally getting the conclusion to Noah and Kaely's romance. I think everyone has been
waiting for it since book one! But I appreciated how the author didn't move too quickly on that
subject; it was much more realistic to be slower and more drawn out throughout the series.
I mentioned in my review of the second book the issues I had with the lack of conclusion regarding
the spiritual issues, so I was intrigued to see where this one would end. Unfortunately, it wasn't quite
what I was wanting. I appreciated that the subject of spiritual warfare was recognized, and in some
way it was wrapped up. I just wish there had been a little more finality to it and a little more
emphasis put on it.
Overall, I greatly enjoyed this conclusion to the series, and look forward to reading more by this
author! I highly recommend this to lovers of suspense\mysteries, especially with slow romances and
spiritual themes.
FTC Disclosure: I received a complimentary copy of this book from NetGalley. I was not required to
write a positive review. These are my honest thoughts and opinions.

Kailey

This was a great end to this series! I had been hooked into Kaelyâ€™s story since the beginning. I
love how this was wrapped up. The story kept me on the edge of my seat. I enjoyed the message
about forgiveness and healing. I also enjoyed the different character perspectives that we got with
this book. I have loved Kaely and Noah and am very pleased with the ending.
I received a complimentary copy from the publisher. I was not required to write a positive review. All
opinions expressed are mine alo
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about forgiveness and healing. I also enjoyed the different character perspectives that we got with
this book. I have loved Kaely and Noah and am very pleased with the ending.
I received a complimentary copy from the publisher. I was not required to write a positive review. All
opinions expressed are mine alone.

Maureen Timerman

This is the third book in this series, and yes, I have read them all, not that I would want to, but, I do
think you could read this one alone, the author does a wonderful job of bringing you up to date.
With this book, Kaely's father has now been in jail over 20 years, and now there are new murders
with the same MO, how can that be?
There are so many twists and turns here, and no I did not see them coming, you will think you have
your mind made up, when the rug is quickly pulled out from under you
This is the third book in this series, and yes, I have read them all, not that I would want to, but, I do
think you could read this one alone, the author does a wonderful job of bringing you up to date.
With this book, Kaely's father has now been in jail over 20 years, and now there are new murders
with the same MO, how can that be?
There are so many twists and turns here, and no I did not see them coming, you will think you have
your mind made up, when the rug is quickly pulled out from under you.
This is the end of the series, and yes, I would love to continue here, and the answers are
forthcoming, will they be as you hope? There is a bit of sweet romance, and a lot of forgiveness,
both to others and oneself, and throughout the book there is a love of God..
I will miss these characters, but am looking forward to the next read from this author, she never
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disappoints!
I received this book through Net Galley and the Publisher Bethany House, and was not required to
give a positive review.

Erin Laramore

This is the 3rd and final installment in the Kaely Quinn profiler series by Nancy Mehl. While the story
line in this one can stand alone, having the background of the prior 2 books helps. Kaely is an FBI
profiler and the daughter of an infamous serial killer. When some bodies are found in her old
hometown that copy the MO of her father's kills, she's called on to face her own personal demons
and come face to face with the person who fractured her life 20 years ago.
As a fan of suspense, this ser
This is the 3rd and final installment in the Kaely Quinn profiler series by Nancy Mehl. While the story
line in this one can stand alone, having the background of the prior 2 books helps. Kaely is an FBI
profiler and the daughter of an infamous serial killer. When some bodies are found in her old
hometown that copy the MO of her father's kills, she's called on to face her own personal demons
and come face to face with the person who fractured her life 20 years ago.
As a fan of suspense, this series fully drew me in. I enjoyed the unique perspective and quirks of
Kaely and her profiling technique. The story lines of all 3 books and this one in particular were quite
enticing. My one complaint is that the emotions seem stilted at times and out of proportion, and
there's a lot of repitition in how feelings are stated in the book. I've struggled with this for all 3 books,
though I don't remember it being quite as pronounced in the first book. I also struggled with Kaely's
statement that she would deal with her feelings later, that she needed to press on with the case.
Because she is a behavioral analyst and well versed in human psychology, she should know better
than the average person how much that doesn't work. Her Christian witness was also frustrataing at
times. The ending was still satisfying though, and the overall storyline mostly made up for these
deficiencies in my mind. While the first book had pretty much zero romance and there was only a hit
of it in the second book, this one had all the angst of a romantic suspense novel. I would
recommend this book and series for fans of Christian romantic suspense.
Special thanks to NetGalley for an e-copy of this book. I was under no obligation to write a review
and the thoughts contained herein are my own.
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